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POVZETEK: Za odločanje pri načrtovanju izboljšanja zanesljivosti in razpoložljivosti predlagamo uporabo postopka 
za alokacijo tveganja. V analitičnem modelu »lokacije tveganja smo na ustrezen način zajeli nivo kazalcev tveganja 
in obratovalnih kazalcev elektrarne. Odločitveni sistem za podporo odločanju smo zasnovali na konceptu 
veckriterijalnega odločanja. 

ABSTRACT: The risk allocation procedure is used as an analytical model to support the optimal decision making 
for reliability/availability improvement planning. Both levels of decision criteria, the plant risk measures and plant 
performance indices, are used in risk allocation procedure. Decision support system uses the muKi objective decision 
making concept. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The risk control can be understood as the process of monitoring plant performance indices, 
efficient actions taken to hold or/and to recover the plant state inside die safe region and to hold 
the risk inside prescribed limits. The performance of risk control provides two important issues. 
First, to enable the society and regulatory body to observe/control the risk and operational 
safety, trend of degradation or improvement, and on the relative basis compare with other, well 
known hazards. The important information which should be offered to the public is distribution 
of the risk with regard to consequence, type, size and frequency and the possibility to monitor 
and take part in decisions regarding acceptance and influence on "particular" risk. Second, the 
allocation of top level risk indices to plant performance indices is used as main mechanism of 
decision support for both decision levels, top i.e. regulatory and low i.e. operational level. 
The choice between two sets of low level criteria implies or requires choice between two 
possible different sets of top-level criteria. Such decision making problems in which there are 
several conflicting objectives can be addressed by the techniques of multiobjective optimization. 
The problem of risk allocation is resolved as an Multi Objective Decision Making (MODM) 
problem. The first step in a decision making problem is the definition of a set of objectives that 
each alternative is trying to satisfy. 
The second step of MODM is consideration of logical interconnections of number of "elements" 
of which each is characterized by an unreliability/unavailability. 
In the third step of the methodology, the set of all alternatives has to be evaluated - the decision 
space is defined. It mean consideration of alternative component configurations and different 
component unreliabilities. 
Fourth step deals with the optimization problem to finding "optimum" functions of objective 
solutions and corresponding decision variables satisfying constraints. 
The described methodology for the reliability allocation does not attempt to find the best 
(optimal) single stroke solution, rather it is formulated to identify all noninferior outcomes and 
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corresponding decision variables. Once the set of inferior solutions is assessed, a choice among 
the elements of this set is necessary. The preference assessment in the outcome space (objective 
space) is rather involved task, because of multitude of the attributes and because decisionmaker 
is not a single individual. 

2. THE PLANT RISK MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

If the plant is once in operation, the risk management is performed through the two periods: 
- normal plant operation, 
- the period of accident, 
There are three basic requirements for risk management achievement: 
a) Monitoring the plant operational safety could be fulfilled: 
- by chosen finite number of indicators which change warns us about the changing of safety 

level and directs us to the source of the risk. The safety indicators cover the majority of the 
risk triggered events in the plant. 

- by on line or near on line monitoring of the symptoms or the events and using reasoning 
process to diagnose the failure (failure location, failure cause, failure propagation), 

The monitoring activities include: 
- choosing of plant performance indices 
- plant performance indices monitoring (testing, inspections, diagnostics), 
- evaluation of top level risk indices on the basis of observed events, precursors or 

degradations, 
- evaluation of top level risk indices for incidents or abnormal events in other plants. 
b)Taking the actions to balance the remained risk in the period of the normal plant operation 

by: 
- preventive maintenance, 
- system configuration management, 
- modifications, etc. 
c) Actions as protective response on symptom or event which initiates the accident: 
- actions in the case of emergency with regard to plant state diagnosis. 
- to recover the plant state inside the safe region, 
- protection responses against the consequences. 

3. CONCEPT OF DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) FOR RISK CONTROL 

Our goals, which we want to accomplish, are to provide the information about plant safety 
degradation, component degradation and availability, advices for efficient actions for risk/safety 
stabilization, advices for efficient maintenance actions, and adyices for emergency actions. 
The analytical processing includes solution of Multiobjective Decision-making problem. The 
starting point of analytical processing is risk definition on different levels as an objective which 
society and the plant suff accept as tolerable. By using the logic of plant model and operating 
experience, embodied as failure rates, and decision parameters data, the reduced amount of 
component reliability parameters are produced. These components are those by which we can 
most efficiently influent risk. So, the system yields the sets of components and theirs reliability 
parameters. First, the list of components which we use for safety indicators observing. Second, 
the list of those components/actions by which reliability improvements are possible to improve 
the risk on most effective way. The role of DSS is to serve the user with the following 
information and knowledge: 
- trend of plant safety/risk degradation, 
- what are the main contributors for such trends, 
- what is the "reserve" of risk with regard of tolerable risk, 
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- changing of the risk curve profile for every policy, (consideration of different weighting of 
risk acceptability depending from consequence type, frequency and size), 

- prioritization of actions for safety/risk degradation prevention and stabilization. 

High Level Optimization 

For the optimization of plant in operation a comprehensive approach has to be chosen. Many 
goals are produced from the society, regulatory and plant owners. In such cases goal is not to 
optimize the system towards one specific objective, but to perform a high level system 
optimization, where all demands are satisfied as closely as possible. It is obvious that MODM 
approach has to be applied for such problem solution. 

Problem Definition: 
Multiobjective programming deals with optimization problems with two or more objective 
functions. The multiobjective optimization (also called vector optimization) problem is written 
as: 

Min Z (X) = [Z,(s), Zjfc) Z,(x)] 

subject to x e Fd Eq. (1) 

in which Z (x) is a p-dimensional vector composed of the objective function. Fd is the feasible 
region in decision space. 
The notion of "optimality" in single-objective optimization problems must be dropped in 
multiobjective problems because a solution which minimizes one objective will not, in general, 
minimize any of other objectives. A new concept called "noninferiority" (or "nondominance", 
or "Pareto-optimaT) will serve a similar but less limiting purpose for multiobjective problems. 
A solution x is noninferior if there exists no feasible x/ such that 
Z&) < 2WX), k - 1,2 p Eq. (2) 
where the strict inequality holds for at least one k. If such a feasible x' exists, then 2 is inferior. 
ZOO corresponding to a noninferior solution x are called noninferior objective function. 

Solution Techniques: 
Solution techniques for multi objective optimization problems can be divided broadly into two 
categories: generating techniques and preference oriented techniques. The generating techniques 
emphasize the full exposition of information about a multiobjective problem that allows a 
decision maker to understand the range of choice and die trade-off among alternatives. They do 
not require explicit articulation of a decision maker's preference or value judgments. 
The techniques that incorporate preferences, however, require that decision makers articulate 
their preferences and value judgments and pass that information on to the analyst, in advance 
of the analysis or during the analysis. 
Multi Objective Decision Making process is used as basic quantitative model of our DSS. If we 
have in mind that the DSS is designed to help, rather than replace, the method of solving of 
Multi Objective Problem (MOP) in DSS must possess the following two functions: 1) generate 
efficient solutions, and 2) provide me Decision Maker (DM) with helpful trade-off information. 
So, preference oriented technique is preferred. 

Knowledge Sources: 
The decision Making module exploits the following knowledge categories: 
- Probabilistic Safety Criteria (PSC) 
- Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) model 
- Knowledge about preferences (partial utility) and overall utility 
The PSC are the philosophy by which the minorities limit the risk because of plant operation. 
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Common for such approach, is that the risk acceptance criteria divided on three areas: 
unacceptable region: The risk has to be reduced. 
tolerable region: The ALARP (As Low AS Reasonable Practical) principle is applied. It is 
necessary to proof the continuous effort for risk decreasing. 
acceptable region: No action for risk decreasing is necessary. 
They are no the only criteria for risk acceptability. There are the limitation for different kinds 
of risk such as societal risk, individual risk professional risk and environmental risk. Also, there 
are the acceptability criteria on lower level, such as: risk/probability per dominant accident 
sequence, essential safety function failure probability, etc. The enumerated risk measures are 
candidates for MODM objective attributes. 

The Risk Curve Partitioning 

The risk curve is a common way to describe relation between probability and consequence. In 
Decision Making process often appears that such relation condense in a mathematical 
expectation as a deterministic measure. This approach, however, looses a great deal of 
information in the problem's transformation from probabilistic to deterministic decision making 
problem. Instead of only studying one risk objective, the expected value function, by the 
partitioning of risk curve generates additional conditional risk objectives and thereby preserves 
more information about the problem's inherent randomness. 
People, in general, are not risk neutral. They are often more concern with low-probability 
catastrophic events than with more frequently occurring but less severe accidents. It is known 
that the estimated risk of nuclear power plant severe accident is corrected by some factor. 
Namely, instead of R = P*C is used R * P*C, where a > 1 (R - risk, P - accident 
probability, C - consequence measure). 
Partitioning the probability axis into n regions yields n conditional risk functions. The choice 
of partitioning has a large impact on the values of the conditional expected risk functions. In 
theory one could generate any number of these risk functions, but doing so, may add 
unnecessary complexity. In fact, the generated risk function that represents extreme events is 
of primary interest (so-called Partitioned Multiobjective Risk Method). A more detailed 
description is given by P.Karison and Y.Y. Haitnes. 
There are three conditional expected risk functions of the decision variable s for each of three 
ranges: f((s) represents the high probability, low-damage conditional expectation; f,(s) represents 
the intermediate probability, intermediate damage conditional expectation; f,(s) represents the 
low-probability, high damage conditional expectation; and f»(s) represents the common 
(unconditional) expectation. By the risk curve partitioning the number of attributes increases. 

Reliability Cost Function 

The introduction of reliability cost attribute is necessary, since economic consideration are 
important in any (even regulatory) decision making concerning production generation from 
plants. In the absence of economic considerations the problem would be equivalent to answering 
the vague question of "how safe is safe enough" and impossible to satisfy the principle "remove 
first the risks mat are cheapest to remove". Trying to answer this question in isolation of 
economic consideration could lead to answers which are not supported by practical 
considerations. If there were no constraints on the achieveability of the various system reliability 
levels, we would chose the solution which results in the lowest possible consequences. In the 
limit, this would have implied zero consequences achieved through perfect system reliabilities. 
Of course this is not possible, since (a) a particular level of system/component reliability is 
achieved through the expenditure of resources and (b) there are technological constraints on the 
achievable level of system reliability. The "cost" implied by a particular reliability level is, 
therefore, a necessary ingredient in our decision problem, and the reason for seeking a solution 
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other than that obtained by reaching the highest (mathematically or technologically) achievable 
system/component reliabilities. * 
The current PRA models do not take into consideration the costs related to the reliability of the 
plant. If the PRA model is to be used in a methodology that compares alternative reliability 
allocations of the plant, the cost involved becomes an important element. The type of cost we 
are interested in this case is that associated with achieving a particular level of reliability for 
plant components. 
In general, a reliability cost function of a single component Is assumed to satisfy the following 
basic properties: 
1. Cost is monotone increasing function of reliability, 
2. Derivative of cost with respect to reliability is monotone increasing function of reliability, 
3. Cost of high reliability component is very high. 
Once reliability cost function are known for components, our expression for the total cost is 

a 

G » £ gi(x,) Eq. (3) 

where n is the number of components. 
The cost function g,(x,) include all technologically feasible unreliabilities x, for component 1. In 
that respect "cost" is a measure of the "degree of difficulty" in achieving a specific level of 
unreliability. 

Plant PRA Models 

In the second step of MOOM the plant is considered to consist of a logical interconnections of 
number of "elements" which are characterized by an unreliability/unavailability xt. The current 
PRA models provide the most comprehensive description of the relationships between the 
undesirable consequences and the reliabilities of the various safety functions, systems and major 
components in a plant. For this reason and despite of some drawbacks and limitations the PRA 
models provide the best available basis for risk related decision making. 
The relationship between the undesirable consequences (risk attributes) of an accident in the 
plant and the reliability measures of the various components can be presented in matrix 
formalism as follows: 
Core damage frequency (nucl.): Cd = £ M U 
Dominant accident sequence frequency: Dj5 - fi M* 
Expected acute fatalities: A, = w.(a)a 
Expected latent fatalities: A, = w.(l)i 
etc. Eq-s (4-9) 
where: 
f - [f„f2,..„f,J: lxl initiator vector 
fi (i= 1,2,....I) denote the frequency of the i-* accident initiator 
M = [my]: IxJ plant damage matrix 
mij denote the conditional probability that the given initiator I,, the K plant-damage state will 
result. The m, are functions of the unavailability of subsystems and components, i.e., n^ * 
fe(x„X2,...,x,,). Practically, the plant damage matrix contents the plant logic model minimal cut 
sets. 
M* = [MjJ: lxJ sequence damage vector 
U = [1,1,...,1JT: column vector 
a = {a„a2 aN]T: column vector of the N levels of accute fatalities 
w.(a) = f M £ k<k- expected acute fatalities for one level (range) of harmful release. Eq. (10) 
C. = lcjfJ: JxK plant release matrix 
cjr denote the conditional probability that the given plant damage state j , the r-A harmful release 
will result. 
£(a) = [s J : KxN site matrix for acute fatalities 
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s„ denote the conditional probability that, given release R,, the n-* level of consequence a, will 
occur. 

Decision Snace - Alternatives 

In the third step of the methodology, the set of all alternatives has to be evaluated - the decision 
space is defined. There are two major ways of generating alternatives. One is to consider 
alternative designs or component configurations. The other is to consider,, for given 
configuration, different component unreliabilities. If the plant is already builded, the second way 
for generating alternatives covers almost all requirements. 
It is noteworthy that the unreliability of component can change in a continues way without any 
hardware change. This is possible, for example, by a change in the operating conditions (e.g., 
test, inspection and maintenance policies, upgrading the common cause defense, improvement 
of operator knowledge). U is also possible to change the configuration of a system (e.g., tagging 
because of maintenance, changing in design) and yet the only effect of mis change in the PRA 
model is through the change in its unreliability value. Mathematically the decision space is set 
of all technologically feasible realization of the vector x. * (xt^C3,...,xt,...,xJ. 

MwHlQbiwtivg Qptimfratipn Model 

An optimization problem has to deal with finding "optimum" solutions of objective functions 
and corresponding decision variables satisfying constraints. Constraints can be imposed both on 
the objective functions and on the decision variables. The objective function (Z) which we are 
interested in, including the reliability cost function are already listed. 
The decision variables x which we are interested in would be the following: 
- unavailability of subsystems and components including human errors, maintenance, failures, 

recovery actions, etc, 
- initiator frequencies (vector 0 
- failure probabilities of release protection measures (affects elements of plant release matrix Q 
- Site parameters (affects the elements of site matrix S) 
- Emergency planning parameters (affects the elements of site matrix 5) 
It is worthwhile to mention that not every item in the list above has to be considered. This will 
depend on the level of detail and on the purposes of the analysis. For example, the last two 
items in decision variables may be considered as given constants in the first approximation. 

preference Assessment 

The described methodology for the reliability allocation program does not attempt to find the 
best (optimal) single stroke solution, rather it is formulated to identify all noninferior outcomes 
and corresponding decision variables. jMeality, the reached optimality level as many as the 
analyst or the decision maker desires. . 
Once the set of inferior solutions is assessed, a choice among the elements of this set is 
necessary. The preference assessment in the outcome space (objective space) is rather involved 
task, because of multitude of the attributes and because the decisionmaker is not a stogie 
individual. The primary motivation of current approach is to give a foil **V°*«fn o f ™e 

problem to the decisionmaker and to those who have to accept the decision The basic premise 
here is, following the value theory of information, that the more is understood about the 
decision problem, the easier preferences on the outcomes can be articulated and understood. 
In the multiattribute decision making, knowledge that is required to make an appropriate 
decision can be divided into three categories: (1) knowledge about attributes and their structure, 
(2) knowledge about alternatives, and (3) knowledge about utilities (preferences). 
The knowledge about attributes, alternatives and utilities has to be obtamed from fteton 
maker; taking into account his or her mental abilities for information processing. There are 
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several approaches for mis problem solution and we have no intention to deal with them. 
Anyway, for the reader's impression on Fig.l is shown the example overal utility tree 
development. 

OVCRA1 UTILITY 

OSJSCTIVI* ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY 
RISK »RISK 

^H l\ M\\ 
A l l l l l t l l l RADIOACTIVE COSE DOMINANT EXPECTED EXPECTED SHUTDOWN KANT COST OF COST 

RELEASE DAMAQE SEQUENCE ACUTE LAIENI RISK TRIP PRODUCTION 
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FREQUENCY FRf OUENCV FREQUENCY LOSS 

Fig. 1 Example of overal utility tree development 

4. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM AS AN USER KNOWLEDGE SOURCE 

The DSS "feed" the user with a set of component reliability/availability parameters which yields 
by risk allocation procedures. For instance it is possible to generate die noninferior sets in die 
decision space on following way: 
(a) Do not consider a specific cost function but identify the set of "maximum" solutions that 
satisfy the safety criteria constraints (the limit between the unacceptable and tolerable risk). 
"Maximum" is in the sense that for solution point that satisfy the constraints there is no other 
solution in die set that has higher or equal unavailability. 
(b) The same as (a), but identify the set of "minimum" solutions that satisfy the "lower" safety 
criteria constraints - the limit between the tolerable and acceptable risk. 
(c) Assume a cost function and solve the single-objective optimization problem of minimizing 
cost, subject to the safety criteria constraints. 
(d) Assume a cost function and do not consider a specific set of safety criteria and identify the 
set of aH solutions that are noninferior. That is, identify all solutions that cannot be improved 
in any one of the objectives without degrading some of the other objectives. 
By comparison of component availability parameters sets (a) and (b) is possible to reduce die 
number of parameters on those which are close (means that drops in narrow range). Its mean 
that the tolerable degradation of these components without risk limits triggering are very 
limited. These components are defined as a "critical components" and they are included in the 
list of safety indicators. Additional comparison with die estimated real availability enable us to 
estimate the "reserve" of tolerability. 
The approach (c) generate the optimal availability parameters given risk constraints. That is, 
in the case of top level risk degradation, die listed parameters are good basis for component 
reliability improvement ranking. 
The approach (d) generate die set of availability parameters on die basis of objectives 
inferiority. The further examine needs by appropriate policy makers to determine die preferred 
one. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The Decision Support System for risk control is suggested. The Decision Making procedures 
attempt to order options according to relative attractiveness. It was recognized that, since 
different levels of safety criteria are attainable at different costs, a solution of the problem will 

SHUTDOWN PRODUCTION RELASILITV 
RISK LOSS COST 
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not be complete without a preference assessment (value trade-offs) among the various risk 
indices. 
The proposed approach has significant advantages over other evaluation approaches, such as 
performing a PRA and "inspecting" the results along with some form of cost/benefit analysis. 
The results of PRA provide a single, static image of the plant in the consequence space. That 
is, given the PRA model, its quantification at a specific level of unreliability values provides 
the corresponding levels of the consequences (safety objectives-attributes). An importance 
analysis can then provide the relative values of particular changes of individual components and 
suggest the direction of maximum benefit mat could be achieved by a change of the unreliability 
of a single component. The evaluation (in the consequence space) of a specific alternative 
consisting of the changes of mor« than one component unreliability requires the requantification 
of the PRA model. On the other hand, the proposed methodology provides as its solution the 
noninferior subspace in the decision space. Any alternative (proposed change in the design or 
backfitting) can be directly evaluated by examining whether or not k belongs to the noninferior 
set. If it does it is initially "acceptable" and farmer comparison with other "noninferior" 
solutions requires a preference assessment. If it does not, then this alternative should not be 
acceptable since there is at least another alternative that can be achieve the same level of 
consequences at a lower cost or lower level of consequences at the same cost. 
Application of such DSS includes the assessment of: plant design modifications, technical 
specifications, operating and maintenance procedures changing, etc. Also, the enhancement of 
training programs and maintenance practices are possible to perform. 
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Answers to questions from the audience 

1. This is not a real PSA. This is a way how to use the PSA in a form of "Living 
PSA". 

It is correct. The PSA study and PSA models are the basis for such analysis. The 
peculiarity of this approach is involvement of safety goals and decision maker 
preferences for (near)optimal and effective action planing. 
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